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ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH PROGRAM PERSPECTIVE 

The Electrochemical Systems Research Program Plan includes a 
technology base research effort on fuel cells for transportation appli
cations. The initial efforts in this area have been directed towards an 

( '" ) 
assessment of different types of fuel cells and, to a lesser extent, the 
types of fuels. As part of this effort, the Berkeley Electrochemical 
Research Center (BERC) has been conducting an investigation of alkali 
fuel' cells for use in electrochemical energy systems. For the vehicle 
application, BERC is examining a cracked ammonia-air alkaline fuel cell 
concept. In this concept, ammonia can be considered as the "carrieril or 
"storage medium" for hydrogen, which is recovered from the ammonia by 
catalytic cracking. Although the concept is not new, the approach at 
BERC is uniquely different from previous ones in two important respects: 
1.) the ammonia cracking is at a much lm>ler temperature (450 C);2.) the 
alkaline fuel cell is a b~polar flowing electrolyte design. The flowing 
electrolyte improves both the thermal management and the water balance 
in a fuel cell operated at relatively low temperature, as the alkaline 
cell is. Bipolar bipolar current collection significantly reduces the 
internal resistance of the cell stack and enables much higher power 
densities to be achieved than previous monopolar designs. A potential 
\>leakness of this system in the eyes of many critics of this concept is 
the problem of thermal integration of the catalytic cracker and the 
fuel cell, i.e., can one supply the endothermic heat of cracking and 
maintain high overall system efficiency? There are two system configura
tions to supply the endothermic heat of cracking th~at we are analyz-ing 
at present. The first is a straight-forward adaption of the phosphoric 
acid fuel cell technology, in which the anode vent gas is fed to a bur
ner and the cracking catalyst and burner are integrated in an annul~r 
geometry in a single unit. The second method might be referred to as 
"au tothermal cracking" i,n which in situ combustion of a fraction of the 
feed ammonia supplies the endothermic heat of cracking. The second 
method, in the long run, is probably going to be the better method, as 
it is intrinsically more compact, and virtually all the ammonia is 
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reacted in the cracker to H2, N2 and H20. In the latter con~iguration, 
not all the ammonia is cracked and some (ca. 100 ppm) unreacted ammonia 
will be vented from the system with the product water. However, much 

more is known about straight catalytic cracking of ammonia and we have 
decided to evaluate the anode vent recycle configuration first. 

The evaluation of ammonia-air fuel cell system for vehicles is being 
conducted in collaboration with the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Transpor
tation Group at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. In this collaboration, 
the computer simulation programs developed at LLNL are used to "drive" 
a fuel cell/battery hybrid vehicle with the fuel cell characteristics 
provided by BERC. LLNL provided the funding for an assessment of the 
thermal integration of the ammonia cracker with the alkaline fuel cell 
by an outside contractor, Physical Sciences Inc. (Dave Bloomfield, 
Principal Investigator). Guidelines on the fuel cell characteristics 
and the ammonia cracking conditions (temperature, pressure) were provided 
by BERC. The tasks called for were: 

a.) develop a thermal integration system and a computer 

program for systems analysis; 
b.) calculate the overall system efficiency at blO extremes 

of current density, 90 mA/cm2 and 336 mA/cm2; 
c.} assess water balance in the system; 
d.) assess the feasibility of turbocharging the fuel cell. 
A thermally integrated system was successfully developed. The 

results of the energy balance analysis indicated that total system 
efficiencies (% of HHV 6f NH3 2 5.91 kWh/kg) of 52% at 90 rnA/2m2 and 
43.5% at 336 mA/cm2 are possible by electrochemically converting 80% of 
the hydrogen and burning the balance for the ammonia cracker. The higher 
current density of the two cases run is close to the peak power point 
for our laboratory cells; high efficiency is achieved even at peak power. 
A vehicle powered by this system would achieve- very high fuel efficiency 
throughout the driving cycle, provided the weight and volume of the sys
tem are acceptable. The recirculating electrolyte appears to handle the 
water balance in the system well. Turbocharging of this system did not 
look promising. 
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Follow-on work to this contract includes an analysis of the weight 
and volume of the PSI system design here at BERe and computer simulation 
of an NH3-air fuel cell/battery hybrid vehicle at LLNL. 

-vii-

Philip N. Ross, Jr. 
Technical Manager 
Technology Base Research 
Research Project 



1. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the program is to determine the steady state design 

point operating conditions of an alkaline fuel cell operating in conjunction 

with an ammonia cracker 'fuel processor. This was' accomplished by synthesizing 

a steady state design point systems model' of the alkaline fuel cell power 

plant. 

1 
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2. SuMMARY ~~D CONCLUSIONS 

A steady state systems model of an alkaline fuel cell power plant was 

synthesized. The fuel cell used in this study is a low temperature cell 

(SOOC) with a 35% wt KOH electr:olyte flowing through, and is coupled to an 

ammonia cracker. The systems analysis was performed using the PSI/S3E 

program. 

Two important features in the fuel cell operations were considered; 

the product water disposition and ~~e thermal management. A water balance 

around the cell was performed, and the heat was removed by the electrolyte. 

Finally, the effect of several design parameters on the fuel cell 

performance and the overall plant efficiency was studied. It was found that: 

An increase in hydrogen utilization improves the plant overall effi
ciency and diminishes the heat losses. For a utilization that ranges 
between 60% and 80% the power plant efficiency increases from 40% up 
to 51%. The exhaust enthalpy losses drop from 64% down to 55%. 

A decrease in oxygen utilization has a positive effect on the fuel 
cell performance. As the oxygen utilization drops from 40% down to 
20%, the current density goes from 90 mA/cm2 up to 100 mA/cm2 • 

. The higher the electrolyte concentration the better the performance of 
the cell. This was due to the effect of water vapor pressure on the 
average reactant partial pressure. 

Pressure improves the cell performance but has an adverse effect on 
the water balance around the cell. Turbochargers are not feasible 
under the current cell temperature limitations. However if the 
operating temperature limit is to be increased then turbocharging 
might be considered. 



3. BACKGROUND 

Description of the Power Plant (LBL Configuration) 

~ 

Lawrence Berkley Laboratory (LBL) has conducted preliminary investiga-

tions of an alkaline fuel cell with 'electrolyte flowing between the elec

trodes. The cell has been coupled to an ammonia cracker. The ammonia-fueled 

power plant is proposed as a pot.ent.ially competitive power plant for electric 

vehicle applications. 

The schematic diagram of the power plant is s.hown in Fig. 1. Liquid 

ammonia (30 atm and ambient temperature) is vaporized using the cell waste 

heat and is fed to the converter for hydrogen generation. The converter con

sists of a catalytic cracker and a burner. The tw~ major components of the 

system are the ammonia cracker and the fuel cell. other components are the 

heat exchangers, the burner, and the condenser. A brief description of each 

component follows. 

Fuel Cell 

The. fuel cell proposed for the vehicle assumes the low temperature 

alkaline fuel cell technology. The cell "configuration assumed is bipolar with 

flowing electrolyte. It is based on phosphoric acid technology, using ribbed 

graphite bipolar plates, Teflon® wetproofed Stackpole® carbon paper electrode 

substrates, and a carbon-supported precious metal catalyst. The catalyst 

loadings are 0.35 mg/cm2 on the cathode and 0.15 mg/cm2 on the anode. 

The operating~conditions explored by LBL are: one atm, 80°C with 70% 

hydrogen titiiization and 40% oxygen utilization. The electrolyte is 35% by 

weight KOB. The systems analysis model uses the same conditions as.t~e steady 

state design conditions. 

3 
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Hydrogen is consumed at the anode and.oxygen reacts at the cathode as 

follows. 

\: Anode: H2 + 20H + ( 1 ) 

Cathode: 1/2 0 2+ H
2

0 + 2e + 20H (2) 

Ammonia Cracker. 

The ammonia cracker operates at a pressure of 10 atm and a temperature 

of 450°C (841°F). The catalysts used for the ammonia cracker are Girdler 

G-56, which is a nickel oxide on alumina catalyst. The catalyst results in a 

weight of 15 kg for a 40 kW peak power and a 40% power plant efficiency. A 

ruthenium on alumina catalyst was also tested. While it was more expensive it 

reduced the reactor original weight by one half. The estimated weight and 

volume of catalyst required is roughly 25 kg and 5 liters, respectively. 

Catalyst degradation with life is expected to be unimportant. 

LBL has used a relationship between ammonia conversion and thermo

dynamic equilibriUm which is based on standard chemical engineering practice. 

where 

2NH3 + N2 + 3H
2 

K = 
P 

K = x 

K = 
P 

(P p3 p2 
N2 H2 NH 3 

3 -2 
(XN X H X NH ) 
223 

p x K 
x 

equilibrium constant 
partial pressure of reactants and products 
mole fraction of reactants and prdducts 

5 

(3) 

(4) 

(5 ) 

(6) 



The equilibrium conversion, n, is related to equilibrium constant by 

the relationship 

n [K /(0.918 + K )]1/2 
Yo x 

(7 ) 

LBL reports an ammonia conversion of 0.971 at 450°C and 10 atm. How

ever LBL does not report any rate equations which will allo~ us to size the 

cracker. 

In systems work LBL's operating conditions are used as the design con

ditions. The equilibrium conversion is employed to determine the reaction 

products and perform a mass balance. To satisfy the energy balance and also 

size the reactor, a counter flow heat exchanger is used. Ammonia and its 

products are treated as the cold side and the burner exhau·st as the hot side. 

Burner 

The burner is assumed to be an adiabatic combustor. In our analysis, 

we assume ammonia present in the burner and we also assume complete conversion 

of H2 and NH3 to H20 and N2 as foll~ws. 

(8) 

(9) 

However at the burner temperature (2900 OF), ammonia can easily react 

to produce some oxides of nitrogen (NOx ). Atmospheric nitrogen becomes a 

problem at higher temperatures (> 3300 OF). We can eliminate the NOx forma

tion if we remove the ammonia prior to the burner. This is possible if the 

condenser that is placed upstream of the burner condenses the ammonia as well 

as the water. This may cause problems- in product water. disposition. 

6 
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Boiler 

The boiler is. treated as a counter flow heat exchanger. In the hot 

side is the cell electrolyte effluent that gives up some heat to vaporize the 

liquid ammonia in the cold side. The ammonia enters the vaporizer at 30 atm 

and 70 OF.· 

Condenser 

The condenser is used to remove the water present in the cell exhaust 

before it goes into the burner to produce the heat required for hydrogen 

generation. At the present time the condenser handles only water. However, 

the ammonia, which is also present in the stream, may come out here. This 

will solve the p~oblem of NOx formation in the burner but it may pose problems 

with regard to disposal of condensate. 

7 



4. RESULTS 

In this section we present" a list, of the input parameters, necessary 

for the modeling of the power plant and the output data from the analysis. We 

also discuss two major, features in the fuel cell operations: the water product 

of the chemical reaction, and the heat generated by conversion losses. 

Finally we discuss the effect of input parameters on cell performance and 

power plant efficiency, and we present a rough cost estimate of the power 

plant. 

Input and OUtput Parameters 

Input Parameters 

The design and operating parameters used by the systems model are 

presented in Table 1. The variables requi:red to' specify the operation and 

performance of the cell are: temperature and pressure, cell voltage and gross 

power, utilization of both fuel and oxidizer. An explanation of the role of 

each parameter follows. 

The cell voltage and the gross power determine the amount of hydrogen 

consumed and the product water. From Faraday's law 

H2 = 0.04112 x PG/Vc 
(lb-mol/hr) ( 10) consumed 

where 
P

G 
gross power (kW) 

Vc cell voltage (V) 

The hydrogen consumed combined with the hydrogen utilization specifies 

the total inlet and outlet hydrogen flow at the anode. Finally, the above 

parameters, along with the ammonia conversion, provide the rest of the species 

in the anode stream and the ammonia fuel supplied to the cracker. 

Similarly, the oxygen utilization specifies the cathode inlet and exit 

flows. Cell temperature and pressure are important for the performance of the 

cell. 

8 



CELL TEMPERATURE 

HYDROGEN UTILIZATION 

GROSS POWER 

AMMONIA CONVERSION 

OUtput Parameters 

TABLE 1 

INPUT DATA 

175 OF 

0.7 

40 kW· 

0.971 

CELL PRESSURE 

OXYGEN UTILIZATION 

CELL VOLTAGE 

KOHMOLE FRAC .. 

atm 

0.4 

0.85 volts 

0.1475 

The systems output is of two types. Table 2 summarizes the power 

plant design features. The second type isa "node array."This node array, 

.shown in Table 3, displays the node (stream) number, species molar flow rates, 

total flow rate and enthalpy. The node numbers shown are keyed to those shown 

in Fig. 1. 

TABLE 2 

OUTPUT DATA 

CURRENT DENSITY 

NTUS of NH3 CRACKER 

NTUS OF NH3 PREHEATER 
-

CAT .CRACKER WASTE HEAT 

COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 

ELECTROLYTE WASTE HEAT 

CONDENSER EFFECTIVENESS 

NH3 EFFECTIVENESS 

9 

90.3 mA/cm2 

3.10 

0.10 

-18250 Btu/hr 

-37100 Btu/hr 

1.745E+06 Btu/hr 

0.71 

0.84 



TABLE 3 

PSI/S3E NODE ARRAY 

MOLAR flOW RATES - Ib I'IOlelhr Press Tel'4l Enthalp~ 

t()OE HZ H2O NH3 CO CO2 02 tt! KOH TOT ATM Deq-F BTU/hr OOOE 

0.000 0.000 1.897 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.897 30.000 70 -2.3501E+01 1 
2 0.000 0.000 1.897 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.997 10.000 70 -3.9001E+01 2 
3 0.000 0.000 1.897 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.997 10.000 78 -2.3377E+01 3 
1 0.000 0.000 1.897 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.897 10.000 813 . -8.6696[+03 1 
5 2.761 0.000 0.055 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.919 0.000 3.768 10.000 859 3.3762£+01 5 
6 0.000 1.088 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 2.853 0.000 3.982 1.000 2902 -2.2116E+03 6 
7 0.000 1.088 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 2.853 0.000 3.982 1.000 1713 -1.1711[+01 7 
8 2.761 0.000 0.055 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.919 0.000 3.768 10.000 175 1.5506E+01 8 
9 2.761 0.000 0.055 0.000' 0.000 0.000 0.919 0.000 3.768 1.000 859 3.3762£+01 9 

I-' 10 0.829 0.253 0.055 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.919 0.000 i.086 1.000 175 -1.7600[+01 10 0 
11 0.000 3.191 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.119 9.125 0.000 15.037 1.000 97 -2.9897E+05 11 
12 0.000 1.682 O.OPO 0.000 o.ro~ 1.151 9.115 0.000 12.~S 1.000 ~75 -1.1775[+05 12 
13 0.000 92.260 . 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.963 ' 108.223 1.000 150 -1.1716[+07 13 
H 0.000 95.75'l 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.963 111.717 1.000 175 -1.3813[+07 11 
15 0.000 92.260 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.963 108.223 1'.000 116 -1.3175E+07 . 15 
16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.381 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 100 -6.2B32E+01 . 16 
17 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.381 2. ''119 9.125 0.000 11.925 1.000 70 -2.0133[+01 17 
18 0.829 0.176 0.055 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.919 0.000 2.009 1. 000 110 -1.0958[+01 18 
19 0.000 0.077 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.077 1. 000 110 -9. o 572E+ 03 19 
20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.337 5.013 

, 
0.000 6.380 1.000 70 2.3191E+01 20 

21 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.337 5.013 0.000 6.380 1.000 125 2.5905[+01 21 
22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.198 1.877 0.000 2.375 1.000 70 8.7132£+03 'n. 
23 0.829 0.176 0.05~ 0.000 o.ooe 0.198 2.82t 0.000 1.382 1.000 fl? -2.2111E+03 23 
21 0.000 92.260 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.963 108.223 1.000 139 -1.3192£+07 21 
2S 0.000 1.692 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.682 0.000 0 -1.6675E+05 25 
26 0.000 1.088 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 2.853 0.000 3.982 1.000 1281 -5.9119E+01 26 

"f 



Table 3A. 

CELL TEMPERATURE 
HYDROGEN UTILIZATION 
GHOS5 POWER 

"AMMONIA CONVERSION 

CURRENT DENSITY 
NTUS OF NH3 CRACf(ER 
NTUS OF NH3 f'REHEATER 
CAT CRACKER WASTE HEAT 
ELECTROLYTE WASTE HEAT 
CONDENSER EFFECTIVENESS 
NH3 f'REHEATER EFFECTIVENESS 

NODE HZ H2O 

;t~.f.:JJI.""J2AT_~ 

175 DEG F 
.7 
110 f(W 
.971 

oWTet:H" __ P1! T ~ 

336.35lJ MAMP/CM2 
3.10397 
.7lJ91112 

-22168.9 

CELL PRESSURE 1 
OXYGEN UTILIZATION .lJ 
CELL VOLTAGE .7 
f(QH MOLE FMC .1lJ75 

COMBUSTION PRODUCTS -115090.1 
2. 12069E+06 
.706596 
.lJ69975 

NH3 CRACKER EFFECTIVENESS .835727 

P.$.J,:Lj:?~~_.J~QJ;!'~ __ ~BR~.X 

MOLAR FLOW RATES - Ib Molelhr 

NH3 CO CO2 02 N2 KOH TOT 

ATM 

VOLTS 

Press TeMp Enthalp,:! 

ATM Deg-F BTIJ/hr NDDE 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.000 0.000 2.3011 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.304 30.000 70 -2.8537£+04 
'i 0.000 0.000 2.304 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.304 10.000 70 -4.8427E+04 7 
'- t" 

3 0.000 0.000 2.304 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.304 10.000 78 -2.8:386E+01I 3 
4 0.000 0.000 2.30lJ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.3011 10.000 8113 -1.0527E+04 II 

5 3.357 0.000 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.152 0.000 11.575 10.000 859 1I.0997E+04 r: 
J 

6 0.000 1.321 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.051 3.465 0.000 11.836 1.000 2902 -2.6892E+03 6 
7 0.000 1.321 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.051 3.lJ65 0.000 11.836 1.000 1713 -5.4296E+04 7 
8 3.357 0.000 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.152 0.000 4.575 10.000 175 1. 8828E+04 8 
9 3.357 0.000 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.152 0.000 lJ.575 1.000 859 4.0997E+OlJ 9 

10 1.007 0.307 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.152 0.000 2.533 1.000 175 -2. 1372E+04 10 
11 '0.000 lJ.242 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.937 II. 080 0.000 18.260 1.000 97 -3.630:3E+05 11 
12 0.000 2.042 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.762 11.080 0.000 14.885 1.000 17~; -1. 4298E+05 12 
13 0.000 112.028 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 19.383 131.411 1.000 150 -1,l1262£+07 13 
1'1 0.000 116.270 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 19.383 135.653 1.000 175 -1.6772E+07 14 
15 0.000 112.028 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 19.38-3 131.411 1.000 146 -1. 6362E+07 15 
16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1163 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 100 -7 .• 6296E+04 1f.> 
17 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.463 2.937 11.080 0.000 llJ.lJ80 1.000 70 -2.4811E+04 17 
18 1.007 0.213 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.152 0.000 2.439 1.000 110 -1.3306E+01I 18 
19 0.000 0.0911 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0911 1.000, 110 -1.0998E+04 19 
20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.629 6.1lJ5 0.000 7.774 1.000 70 2.86Z2E+04 20 
21 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.629 6.1115 0.000 . 7.774 1.000 124 3. 1554E+04 21 
22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.60lJ 2.279 0.000 2.884 1.000 70 1.0617E+OlJ .,,, 

L.t .. 

23 1.007 0.213 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.6011 3.431 0.000 5.323 1.000 89 -2.6889E+03 23 
211 0.000 112.028 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 19.383 131.lJll 1.000 139 -1.6383E+07 74 '" , 

25 0.000 2.0lJ2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.042 0.000 0 -2.0248E+05 25 
26 0.000 1.321 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.051 3.465 0.000 lJ.836 1.000 1281 -7.2152E+04 26 
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Fuel Cell Hater Balance 

The byproduct of the reaction in the hydrogen-oxygen cell is water and 

it must be removed if the cell is not to be f·looded. The removal of water be-

comes more critical in the aqueous electrolyte cell, since the water generated 

is a component of the electrolyte. It is important to avoid imbalances in the 

electrolyte volume, either by excessive water removal or by product water re

tention. These can be compensated for by the inclusion of an electrolyte re

servoir. To minimize the size of such a component, volume changes of the 

electrolyte must be minimized. 

We can demonstrate more clearly the change in electrolyte volume using 

a Duhring plot, which shows the dependence' of water vapor pressure on electro

lyte concentration for a range of temperatures. In Fig. 4 we show the effect 

of removing excessive amounts of water. This drops the electrolyte vapor 

pressure and as a consequence, it brings the electrolyte into higher concen-· 

trations. Insufficient water removal, on the other hand, produces a diluted 

electrolyte with high vapor pressure (Fig. 3). Excessive water retention by 

the cell can cause flooding. 

After mentioning all the complications associated with the water 

balance in the cell, we will describe how the PSI/S3E systems analysis model 

handles this problem. 

) Schematic Des'crintion of the toJater Balance 

A global balance around the cell is shown in Fig. 4. At the anode, 

gas enters the cell completely dry, and water is produced due to the anodic 

reaction (1). Part of the product water is removed by the anode effluent and 

part is diffused into the bulk electrolyte. The diffused water reacts with 

the oxygen at the cathode. 
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At the anode exit,the partial pressure of product water must be in 

equilibrium with the electrolyte vapor ~ressure. To preserve the water bal

ance we require that the excess water above the allowable vapor concentration 

in the anode effluent be removed by the cathode exhaust leaving the power 

plant. At the cathode, to match LBL's conditions, we presaturate the air with 

water by passing it through the electrolyte. t~e assume that air releases all 

its vapor back into the electrolyte stream when it enters the cathode side. 

This keeps the electrolyte volume and concentration invariant. 

Heat Removal 

In addition to product water, another feature that needs special con

sideration is the waste heat due to conversion losses. For a successful and 

continuous ope'ration of the cell, the waste heat must be removed. The tech

nique, employed also by LBL, is the use of the electrolyte as a coolant. It 

is advantageous to circulate the electrolyte, so as to remove the waste heat 

from the cell. 

Based on our experience in fuel cell operations a 25 OF increase in 

the temperature of the electrolyte is sufficient. In our analysis, the elec

trolyte enters the cell at 150 OF and leaves at the cell temperature. 

Fuel Cell ~erformance 

The cell performance simply shows the dependence of the cell potential 

on current density. The reference cell performance is a fourth order poly

nomial fit of the LBL's performance for a set €>f reference conditions. Figure 

5 .shows the good agreement between the LBL data and the curve fit •. The per

formance equation includes all losses one expects in the full scale cell such 

as ohmic losses, current maldistribution effects, etc. 

15 
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For conditions other than the reference conditions, the performance is 

represented as a positive or negative deviation from the reference perfor

mance. Both the cathode arid the anode contribute to the deviation. The cath-

ode voltage correction is due to the oxygen partial pressure and is comprised 

of both Nernst and Tafel terms. The effects of both termS can be expressed as 

·one equation 

E = (RT/F) In (PO /p
O 

) 
c 2 02 

( 11) 

where Faraday constant (96500 coul/equiv.) 
Gas constant (8.3144 J/oK-mole) 
Temperature (OK) 
Oxygen log mean partial pressure 

Oxygen reference log mean reference partial pressure 

Similarly, the correction to anode performance is due to hydrogen 

partial pressure, and is expressed by the Nernst equation 

Hydrogen arithmetic average partial pressure 

Hydrogen reference partial pressure 

We will demonstrate, in the next section, the effect of some key 

parameters on the cel"l performance and the efficiency of the plant. 

Effect of Hydrogen Utilization 

( 12) 

Hydrogen utilization is .defined as the ratio of the amount of hydrogen 

consumed over the total hydrogen supply. Within reasonable limits, variations 

in the hydrogen utilization do not influence the cell performance, because of 

the fast ·kineticsat the anode. On the contrary, the effect on the power 

plant is more accentuated. Figure 6 indicates that the higher the utilization 

the greater the plant efficiency and the lower the heat loss from the power 

plant. 
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Oxygen Uti11zation 

The reverse happens with oxygen utilization. It noes not affect the 

overall efficiency of the plant, but it does control the cell performance. 

Figure 7 demonstrates that the lower the utilization, the higher the cell per

formance. This is so, because with smaller utilization the partial pressure 

of oxygen present in the cell is larger and according to the Nernst equation 

this gives higher current density. 

Effect of Pressure 

An increase in the total pressure will raise the partial pressure of 

oxygen in the cell and thereby improve performance. Turbochargers are not 

economically feasible for power plants much less than 40 kW. This is because 

.the flow rates required by fuel cell power plants in this range are too low 

for conventional equipment. In addition, raising the total pressure of a low 

temperature fuel cell will result in an adverse effect on the cell water 

balance with concomitant flooding. 

Effect of Electrolyte Concentration 

Figure 8 exhibits an improvement in current density as the electrolyte 

mov.es into higher concentrations~ This is because high electrolyte concentra

tion means low water partial pressure and that leads to greater oxygen partial 

pressure. 
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5. FUTURE WORK 

In the future, more attention should be given on some concepts which, 

in the present work were either simplified or weren't considered due to both 

time and cost considerations. These concepts are: water balance around the 

cell; feasibility of tUrbochargers; and cost of the power plant. 

Water Balance 

A more realistic approach to the water balance is shown in Fig. 9. 

The major difference between the current and the proposed approach is that in 

the latter the water-laden streams in and out of the cell are in equilibrium 

with the electrolyte stream. 

Turbochargers 

Under the present low operating temperature of the cell, turbochargers 

are not feasible. Sensitivity studies on the cell temperature will be per

formed to find how much we should increase the cell temperature to make the 

use of turbochargers feasible. 
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6. SYSTEMS MODEL DESCRIPTION MODULE DEVELOPMENT 

All systems work was performed using the PSI/S3E systems code. Some 

modules that didn't exist in the PSI/S3E Module Library had to be developed. 

These are the Alkaline Fuel Cell (ALKFC) Library and the KOH Electrolyte 

Module. The operational module, THERMO, was expanded to include the 

thermodynamic properties of the electrolyte. 

ALKFC Library 

The ALKFC Library consists of three modules: the anode, the cathode 

and the performance module. The given cell temperature is used as the basis 

of performance. It is assumed the anode and cathode exit temperatures are 

equal and that all the water produced at the anode is removed in the anode. 

The ANOD and CATH Modules perform mass balances on the anode and , 
cathode, respectively. They also calculate an anode Nernst correction and a 

cathode correction including both Nernst and Tafel terms. The PERF Module 

estimates a current density for a given cell voltage. A listing of the 

modules and the operation sequence are presented in the appendix. 

KOH Module 

The function of the KOH Module is to find the water vapor pressure 

above the electrolyte for a given temperature and KOH concentration (mol%). 

The module can also estimate the electrolyte concentration when the water· 

vapor pressure and the temperature are known. 

Other Modules 

The PSI/S3E Module Library used is divided into two main groups, the 

operational modules and the component modules. The operational modules per

form various functions, such as finding the roots of an equation, calculating 

thermodynamic properties, etc. Such modules used are THERMO, MFRAC, TOT, 

VAPOR, SECANT. The component modules are subroutines which describe the out

put in terms of their input. The ones used by our systems model. are HX, BOIL, 

BURN, COND, MIX. A brief description of each of the above subroutines 

follows. 
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THERMO 

THERMO is an operational module which will compute the enthalpy, tem

perature, specific heat and ratio of specific heats for a given node species 

composition. The relationship between temperature and enthalpy for any 

species is determined by a fourth order polynomial. 

H(N) = «(C(I,O)*S1 + C(I,1»*S1 + C(I,2»*S1 + 

+ C(I,3»* S1 + C(I,4) 

where S1 = (T(N)-100)/500 
I - species indicator 1'I(8 

The fit coefficients (C(I,J) are contained within the module as data, 

and are set into the array on the first call to the module. The module 

synthesizes an equation.describing the relationship between temperature and 

enthalpy for the stream 

H(N).= «(C(O,O)*S1 + C(O,1»*S1 + C(O,2»*S1 

+ C(O,3»*S1 + C)O,4) 

where C(O,J) = A(I,N)* C(I,J) + C(O,J) 
A(I,N) = species flowrate at node N 

I = species indicator 1'I'8 
and I = 0 indicates a total stream property 

N = node. number 
J = coefficient index O'J'4. 

Given the stream composition and temperature equations (2) and (3) 

yield the enthalpy explic'itly. Given the stream composition and enthalpy 

equations (2) and (3) are solved implicitly for temperature using a Newton

Raphson scheme, specific heats are evaluated. The module uses this expression 

and the perfect gas law to calculate specific heats and ratio of specific' 

heats when they are required. 

The module can also estimate the enthalpy of liquids. Calculation of 

liquid enthalpies requires that the indicator LQ be set to 1 prior to calling 

THERMO. 
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VAPOR 

The operational module VAPOR computes the boiling temperature of meth

anol, water, ammonia and mixtures o~ methanol and water. The module also will 

produce the vapor pressure of these species when supplied with a boiling tem

perature. A note concerning the vapor pressure versus temperature character

istics of water/methanol mixtures should be made. The characteristics of the 

mixture are crudely given in this module. For a more exact treatment of meth

anol/water mixtures are more precisely given in the LIQVP Module. Note also 

that the VAPOR t-1odule uses the SECANT Module J5 index where J5=5. 

, Input Parameters 

~TV Analysis index 
=1, given the saturation temperature TB find the vapor pressure 

of methanol 
=2, given the saturation temperature TB find the vapor pressure 

of water 
=3, given the vapor pressure of methanol PM, the vapor pressure 

of water PW and the molar ratio PHI=A(2,N)/A(8,N) find the 
saturation temperature,TB, of the mixture. 

=4, given the saturation temperature of ammonia, TB, find the 
vapor pressure of ammonia. 

=5, given the mode fraction of water, FR(2,N), and the total 
pressure, peN), find the saturation temperature, TB. 

=6, given the mole fraction of ammonia, FR(8,N), and the total 
pressure P(N),find the saturation temperature of ammonia TB 

SECANT 

SECANT is an operational module whose function is to find the roots of, 

several algebraic expressions or algorithms. Simply stated, given y = f(x) 

where xis an independent variable and y is a dependent variable and f is de

fined by one or a set of algebraic expressions, SECANT supplies values of x 

such that y will approach some desired value of y(Y--YO) within some arbitrar

ily small error (EE). SECANT can sirnu~taneously operate on several optimiza

tion problems each of which is identified by a value of the index J5. SECANT 

differs from the Newton-Raphson method in that' it numerically approximates the 

functional derivative with the SECANT of a curve. 

MFRJI.C 

MFRAC simply finds the mole fractions of the species in a stream when 

the total flow rate and the individual flow rates are known. 
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TOT 

This module computes the total flow rate in a stream. 

HX GAS/GAS Module 

The HX GAS/GAS Module is a component module which determines the 

thermodynamic properties at the exit nodes of a heat exchanger when the input 

thermodynamic propertl,es and the heat exchanger number of transfer units 

(NTU's) are defined. The flow configuration, coflow, counterflow or crossflow 

are irrelevant to the HX Module. The flow configuration is calculated from 

the NTU's using a counterflow relationship which is found in the COND Module 

(step 3850). When using the HX Module, either the entire COND Module must be 

included, or at least step 3850. 

BOIL Module 

The function of the BOIL Module is to simulate the operation of a 

boiler whose hot side and cold side are in counterflow heat exchange relation

ship. The analysis includes saturation, boiling and superheat. The hot side 

and cold side fluids may be either gas or liquid for which the specific heat 

and molecular weight are known. The BOIL Module is organized into four dis

tinct sections. These are the cold side analysis, a hot side gas analysis, a 

hot side liquid analysis and an effectiveness analysis. BOIL Module deter-

'mines the thermodynamic conditions at the two exit nodes when the two inlet 

nodes are defined along with the boiler transfer units (NTU). 

COND Module 

The COND Module is a component module which simulates a condenser 

where the hot and cold sides are in counterflow heat exchange relationship. 

The condenser is further divided into a desuperheat section and a condenser 

section. ~ecifically, the COND Module defines the exit stream properties in 

terms of the inlet stream properties. It also determines the required number 

of transfer units required in the de superheater and condenser sections. In 

its present form, the COND Module works only with non-condensible gas mixtures 

on the cold side. 
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BURN Module 

This module calculates the exit conditions of flow, species compo-

sition and temperature from an adiabatic combustor based on the inlet con

ditions. 

MIX Module 

The MIX Module calculates the flow, species composition, temperature 

and ~nthalpy when supplied with the corresponding parameters of the inlet 

streams. 

Main Program 

The function of the Main Program is to link the modules together. It 

also supplies all the parameters necessary to simulate the operation of the 

fuel cell power plant. Finally it gives the output from the analysis. De

tailed operation sequence of the Main Program is presented in the appendix. 
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APPENDIX 

Operation Sequence 

ANODE 

STEP 

990 

1000 

1010 

1020 

CATHODE 

STEP 

950 

960 

PElU' 

STEP 

1200 

1220 

1230 

1240 

1250 

OPERATION 

At this step ANOD equates the outlet node to the inlet 
node and recalculates the exit hydrogen and water flows. 

This step readjusts the anode Qutlettotal flow and finds 
its enthalpy. It also defines the inlet hydrogen mole 
fraction. 

At this point the arithmetic average hydrogen mole 
fraction is calculated. 

ANOD here estimates the correction to anode performance 
based on the average hydrogen partial pressure. 

OPERATION 

At this point CATH calculates the exit oXygen mole frac
tion and the log mean mole fraction at the cathode. 

This step computes the correction to the cathode perfor
mance based on the,log mean.partial pressure of oxygen. 

OPERATION 

At this step PERF tests if a guess current density was 
supplied by the program. If not, it sets the guess 
current density to 300. 

This step calculates the cell voltage as a function of 
current density. This is the first step in the Newton
Raphson numerical analysis • 

. PERF computes the derivative of 'cell voltage as a function 
of current density. Next it finds a correction to the 
current density. 

If the new value of cell voltage is not the desired one 
PERF continues with the Newton-Raphson analysis, else it 
moves to the next step. 

PERF converts the current density to mA/cm2. 
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MAIN PROGRAM 

STEP 

4000-4080 

4085-4210 

4265-4295 

4300-4370 

4380-4430 

4435-4500 

4510-4574 

4600-4760 

OPERATION 

These steps input most of the parameters necessary for the 
analysis. 

In this section a complete energy and mass balance around 
the cell is performed. Cell exhaust streams are com
pletely specified. Two SECANT iterations are used. The 
first one iterates around the water of the exit electro
lyte stream until the partial pressure of H20 at the cath
ode inlet is equal to the vapor pressure of H20 above the 
electrolyte. The second SECANT determi,nes the amount, of 
electrolyte required to satisfy the energy balance around 
the cell. 
These steps perform the calculations for the condenser. 
The anode exit stream represents the hot side and air the 
cold side of the analysis. Both streams are completely 
specified. A SECANT iteration is employed to find the air 
flowrate required to get a pinch of 15°F ,in the con
denser. 

The anode outlet, after passing through the condenser, is 
mixed with air in the mixer and is burned in the burner. 
For a 70% utilization the burner exit temperature is found 
to be 2900 o F. Two SECANT iterations are involved to treat 
cases ~elow or above the reference hydrogen utilization. 
For utilization higher than 70%, since less fuel is avail
able for the burner, we preheat the inlet air to be able 

" , 
to get the same burner exit temperature, for lower utili
zation we vary the air flowrate. 
In these steps we evaporize the ammonia using the electro
lyte waste heat. In the boiler the cold side is the am
monia liquid and the not side is'the electrolyte. The 
boiling temperature is foun,d with a c'all to VAPOR module. 

In this section the ammonia cracker is treated as a heat 
exchanger. Its cold side is ammonia vapor with inlet tem
perature equal to the rea~tion tempera~ure. The hot side 
is the burner exhaust. The NTU's and the effectiveness of 
the cracker are specified. 

In these steps using another heat exchanger we preheat the 
ammonia from the vaporization temperature up to the 
cracker's temperature. The heat required to raise the 
temperature is given up by the burner's exhaust stream. 
The NTU's and the effectiveness of the preheater are also 
calculated. 

This section gives the output of the analysis. 
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Listing of New Modules 

PERF 

1190 
1192 
1200 
1220 
1230 
1240 
1250 

REM. ALKALINE FUEL CELL PERFORMANCE MODULE 
CELL VOLTAGE IN VOLTS AND CURRENT DENSITY IN MAMPS/CM2 
IF AF=O THEN AF=300 
V=«(-6.67115E-16*AF+1.376E-12)*AF+1.31123E-08)*AF-1.03082E-04)*AF+.932547+VH+VO 
DV= ( (-2. 66846E-15* AF+4. 128E-12) *AF-3E-OB) *AF-1. 03082E-04: EV= (VO-V) /DV 
AF=AF+EV:IF ABS(V-VO».001 THEN 1220 
AF=AF /10: RETURN, 

ANODE 

980 REM: ALKFC ANODE 
990 GOSUB 600:A(1,OP)=A(1,IP)*(1-UH):A(2,OP)=A(2,IP)+A(1,IP)*UH 
1000 N=OP:GOSUB 400:GOSUB 10:H2=A(1,IP)/A(0,IP):CC=(1-UH*H2/2)/(1-UH*H2)*A(4,IP)/A(O,IP) 
1010 H2=H2*(2-UH)/2:P(OP)=P(IP)-DP 
1020 VH=2.39E-5*(TC+460)*(LOG(H2*P(IP)*2.10495»:RETURN 

CATHODE 

950 02=(1-UO)*FR(6,N)/(1-UO*FR(6,N»:02=(02-FR(6,N»/LOG(O2/FR(6,N» 
960 VO=8.6160E-5*(TC+460)*LOG(7.61966*02*P(IP)+.0007*(TC-175) 
965 P(OP)=P(IP)-DP 
970 RETURN 

KOH 

1730 
1740 
1750 
1755 
1760 
1770 

REM KOH MODULE 
W=311.1*FR(B,N)/(2~111*FR(8,N)+1) 

T=000/(T(N)+460):T1=«1.93277F=3*W-.0432458)*W+9.99619)*1E6 
T~=-(6.30359E-4*W-.0121141)*W-9.1809 

P=T1*EXP(T2*T)/14.7:IF NA=O THEN RETURN 
J5=1 0: X=FR(8 ,N) :Y=P:YO=PW:GOSUB 440 :FR(8 ,N)=X: IF K(J5) <> 0 THEN 1740 ELSE RETURN 
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LISTING OF MAIN PROGRAM 

S3EMAIN/BAS 

., 0 0 9 REM. AU{ALINE Ftn CELl. POWERPlANT; At910NIA CRACKER 
'1020 INPUT "INPUT HYDROGEN UTILIZAUON";1.ti 
-11035 INPUT "INPUT OXYGEN UTILIZATION"UJO 
'1038 INPUT"INPUT CATHODE INLET TOf' OEG F";TU7> 
10-110 INPUT "AI'IlilNIA CONVERION";ET 
'1015 INPUT "INPUT CEll VOLTAGE -. VOlTS";VO 
1050 INPUT "INPUT CELL PRESSURE ATH";PN 
'1055 INPUT,"INPUT CELL TEHPERATURE OEG F" HC 
'1060 INPUT, "INPUT GROSS PllWER";PG 
'1065 INPUT "INPUT KOH MOLE FRACTION";FR(S,13) 
'1070 INPUT "GUESS ELECTROLYTE FLOW RATE";A<0,13) 
.,075 HB=36:INPlJT "GlESS H2O TRANSFER TO THE AIR STREAM";ACZ,KS) 
'1080 N6=ZO:INPUT"GUESS 02 FLOW INTO THE CQNOENSER":A<6,N6) 
'1085 f\Bi: FUEL CEll HASS AND ENERGY BALANCE 
'1090 CLS:PRINT @ '1'18,"ALKALINE Ftn CELL ENERGY BALANCE;KOH ELECTROlYTE RECYCLE" 
-11100 N=9:A( 1 ,N)=. 01112~'GIVO:AC 1 ,N)=A<1 ,N)IlJH:A<3, 1 )=A( 1 ,N)/l.'1S7!AC3,N)=<1-[T)1A<3,l) :A(7 ,H)=A(3, 1 )1.S:P(tH=l n (N)=17S:GOSlB 100:CO 
SUB 3'110!GOSUB 10 . 
-11110 IP=9:0P=10:T(IP)=TC:P(IP)=PN: GOSUB 980:GOSUB 100: GQSUB3110 
'11Z0 ~:17:A(6,N)=A(2,10)/ZI2.S:A(7,H)=3.77Z5IA(6,H):A(5,N)=A(6,N)/.20951.033:P(N)=1:GOSUB 100:GOSUB 3110;GOSUB 10 
'1130 H=1Z:T (N)=TC:P(N)=1 :A<6,N)=A<6, 1])1( 1-UQ) :A<7 ,H)=A(7, 17) :GOSUB '100:GOS1..e 3110:GOSlE 10 
'1135 N=13:~(Z,N)=1~(8,N):GOSUB 31Z0:T(N)=lS0:P(N)=1:LQ=1:GOSUB 10 ' 
11~O GW=3113IPGI(1.2S27IVO-l) 
11'15 H=16!A(S.N)=A(S,17):T(N)=100:P(H)=1:cosue 10 
Q150 IP=13:0?:lS:GOSUB 600:H(15)=-QW-3113lPG+H(9)fH(13)fH(17)-H(lZ)-H(10)-H(16):H=1S:LO=1:NH=2!COSUB 10 
1155 KB=36:HK8)=TC!pm8)=1 
"1160 tFlm:GOSUB 100:GOSUe 3'110:GOSUB 10: 
1170 N=l1 !l"P=17:0P=11 :GOSUB 600 :A<5,N)=0:GOSUB 100:GOSIJ3 3110 :GOSUB 10 :A<Z,N)=A(Z ,K8) :GOSLB 100 :GOSlEl 3110:H(N)=H(H)+H(f{S) :NH=Z:GOSU 
C 10 
1180 tFl1:IP=13:0F~11:GOSUB 600:A(2,N)=A(Z,13)+A(2,KS):GOSUB 100:GOSUB 3'110:T(1'1)=TC:LQ=1:GOSUB 10:GOSUB 1730; REM FIND H2O VAPOR PR 
ESSURE WITH HOL.E FRACTION OF I{QH 
"1190 J5=l~:X=A(Ztl:S):Y=FR(Z,l1):YO=P:GOSllB 1'10:A<2,1(8)=X:IF 1(J5)OO TI£N 116.0 
'1200 A5::H :Ie: 1 !J5=1'1:X=A( 0, 13)!Y=H<1S)-H<1 1)+H(11 )-H<17)t981IA(Z,I:B)+H<16) :YO=O :GOSUB 110 :A(O, 13)=X:IF 1(J5)(>0 TI£N 1135 
'1210 N=11:IF'=11:0F~lZ:GOSUB 9S0:N=OP:A(Z,N)=0:GOSlE: 100:GOSUE:3110:GOSUB 10:COSUB 1190 . 
01220 f'RINT"SAVE AU:FCIMT":STOPIGOSOO 6000:STOP 
"1225 f'RINT"GET AU:FC/DAT":STOP:GOSUB 6010:STOP 
4230 N=36IAC2,N)=f\(2, 10) :N=13:GOSUB 1730 :H=10 :FR(2,10 )=F':A(Z ,H)=(A<1 ,H)+A(3,NHA(7 ,N) )IFR(Z,N)/( 1-FR(Z,N» :GOSlJ3 '100 :GOSUB 3'110:COSU 
Po 10 
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'"If!. e: 

1210 N=2S:A<2,N)=A(2,36)-A(Z,10HGOSIB 100:GOSlE 3110:GOSIll 10 
1250 N=lZIACZ,N)=A(Z,N)+A(2,ZS)tGOSUB 100lCOSUB 3110lGOSUB 10 
1260 REM: COtI>ENSER CALCULATIONS 
1265 PRINT "CQt{)ENSER CALCULATIONS" 
1270 Nl=10:N2=311N3=lS:N1=19lN6=20:N7=321NB=21:NC!=1:ND!=1ITCN6)=70:OT=10:PN=1 
12BO A(7,N6)=3.77Z51A(6,N6):P(N6)=1: N--N6: GOSUB 100:GOSUB 3110:GOSUBI0:NC=0:G0SUB3770:TT=EF(1) 
1282 IF T<T(N6) GOlO 1295 
1290 A5=lSIIC=1:J5=lS:X=A(6,20):Y=T(NZ)-TCN7):YO=1S:GOSUB 110:A(6,20)=X:IF K(J5)OO THEN 1280 
1m GOTO 1300 
1295 STOP:J5=1:X=T(N3):Y=T-T(N6):YO=OlGOSUB 110IT(NJ)=X:IF K(J5)OO THEN 1280 
1300 REM: MIX At-!> BURN MODULES 
130S PRINT "MIXER AND BURNER CALCUl..ATIONS" 
1310 19=1S:J9=ZZ:K9=Z3:A(6,J9)=1.Z1(.51A(1,I9)+.751A(3,N»:N=J9:T(J9)=70:P(J9)=1 
1320 N--J9:AC7,J9)=3.77251A(6,J9>:GOSUB 100:cosrn 3110:GOSUB 10:GOSUB 910 
1330 IP=Z3:0P=6:GOSlIB 1100:GOSUB 100:GOStB 3110lGOSl.B 10 
1310 IF UH=.7 GOlO 1370 
131SIF ~>.7 THEN 1360' 
1350 J5=20:X=A(6fJ9)IY=T(N)IYO~2900:GOSUB 110IA(6,J9)=X:IF K(J5)OO THEN 1320 
1355 GOTO 1370 . . • . . . '. . __ 
1360 J5=19:X=HJ9l:Y=T<N)tYO=2900:GOSUB 1-'lOIT<J9)=XHF K(J5)OO Tl£N 1320 
1370 N=1:T(N)=70:P(N)=30:GOSUB 100:G0SU8 3110:GOSUB 10 
1380 REM: BOIL IDXl.E 
1390 PRINT "BOILER CALCtl.ATIONS" 
1395 NB!=1IHl=lS:H2=33:K3=31:H1=Z11HS=ZIK6=35:K7=361H8=3:H9=37'NS!=1 
~OO A(3,H5)=A(3,1)'TCMS)=70:P(H5)=10:N=H5:COSUB 100lGOSUB 3110:lO=l:GOSUB 10 
~10 H=H1 : NH=3: lO= 1 :GOSI.B 10 lcoot=CP/A(O ,N) 
1420 N=M5:NV=6:GOSUB 2810:N=H1:l0=t:GOSUB 10 
~30 IP=3:0P=1:GOSUB 600:N=1:T<N)=S101COSt£ 1001GOSUB 3110:G0SU8 10 
4135 REMl CRACKER;HX tmlU 
4110 PRINT "AttIONIA CRACKER CALClLATIONS" 
4115 N=5:A(l,N)=A(1,9):A(3,H)=A(3,9)'A(7,H)=A(7,9)lT(H)=B10lP(N)=10lGOSUB 100lGOSUB 3110:GOSUB 10 
4150 H!=Z:T(7)=1100 
+160 J5=9:I7=6:J7=7:I8=1:J8=5llP=6:0P=7:GOSrn 600:t~ 
+170' GOSIJ3 1300 
~BO IF t{(J5)OO GOTO +170 
1190 A5=17hr5=17:X=N! lY=T<J8):Y0=B60IGOSlB 1-'lO:N!=XlIF K(J5)OO COTO 1160 
1S00 X2=N!:IP=5:OP=8:T(OP)=l75'GOSUB 900lN!=1lT(Z6)=1300 
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~510 REM: AMMONIA PREHEATER;. HX t1OOUl.E 
1520 J5=10:17=7!J7=26:IB=3:JB=1:IP=7:OP=26:GOSUB 600:N=26 
1530 GOSOO 1300 
15110 IF taJ5)OO GOlO 1530 
1515 A5=18:J5=18!X=N!:V=T(JB):V0=8QO:GOSUB 110:N!=X:rr K(J5)OO GOTO 1520 
1550 X3=N!:IP=S:OP=8:T(OP)=175:GOSUB 900 
1560 IP=5:0F~9:GOSUB 600:N--OP:P(N)=1 
1570 IP=21:OP=13:T(OP)=150:GOSUB 900!STOP 
1575 IP=26:0P=30:T«J')=70:GOSUB 900 
1600 REM IMPORTANT INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF AU{FC POI£RFtANT 

. 1605 FOR J=l TO 5:Lf'PJNT 00$ (138) :NEXTlLPRINT STRING$ (35,32) jOf\$(V)CHR$ (11 )rnR$ (15) "INF1.IT DATA"CHRH 11 >:I.f'RINT CHR$(138) 
1610 LF'RINT "CELL TEMPERATURE" jTAB(30) ;TC;TAE:( 10) j "DEC F" ;TAE:(60) l "CEll PRESSURE" ;TAB (85) jPN;TAB (95 >: "ATtI" 
1620'LPRINT "HYO"'OGEN UTILUATIONi'lTAB(30) jlJH lTAB (60 ) j "OXYGEN UTILIZATION" jTAB(85) JUO 
1I630 LF'RINT "GROSS F'OHER" ;TAB(30) jPGnAB( 10): "KW" nAE:(60)j "CELL VOLTAGE" lTAE:(85) lVO lTAB(95) j "VOLTS" 
1I610 LPRINT "AMMONIA CONVERSION"lTAB(30) lETnAB(60) l "t:OH HOlE mAC" lTAB(85) jFR(B, 13) 
1700 FOR J=1 TO 5!LPRINT CHR$(13B)!NEXTlLPRINT STRING$(35,32>;Cm$(V)cm$U1)(}f<$(15)"00TF1JT DATA"CHR$(11):LPRINT CHR$(138) 
171 0 LPRINT "ClRRENT DENSITY" ;TAB (30 HAF ;TAB ( 40>; "twIP /00" 
1720 LPRINT "NTUS OFNH3 CRAO-'ER";TAB(30)jX2 ! 

1730 lJ'RINT "NTUS OF NH3 PREHEATER" jTAB(30) iXB 
1I710 LF'RINT "CAT CRACt{ER WASTE HEAT" ;TAB (30 ) ;O(5);TAB(60 )j"C(H.'USTION PRODUCTS"jTAB(SS)jO(26) 
1I715 lF1UNT "ELECTROLYTE WASTE HEAT";TAB(30)jtH21) 
1750 LPRINT "CONDENSER EFFECTIVENESS"jlAB(30)jn;TAB(60l;"NH3 CRACt:ER EFfECTMNESS"lTAB(SS)jIT(9) 
1755 LPRINT "NH3 PREHEA TER EfFECTlVEtESS" iT AB (30 ) j IT (1 0 ) 
1760 STOP GOSUB 1800: STOP . 
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